
                      Confirmation of Application and Directions 

by car  -  from Hamburg, Stettin, Frankfurt/Oder and Dresden 
                on motorway “Berliner Ring Nord” (A10) up to intersection Pankow, there direction Berlin-     
                 Pankow/ Berlin-Zentrumuntil the end of that motorway, appr. 800m further on until the first trafic 
                 sign, left into Rothenbachstrasse, this street until the end (T-junction; on the right side is a PLUS- 
                 Market, direction Hohenschoenhausen), turn right into Romain-Rolland-Strasse, go straight on 
                 (follow not the tram-rail) , this street becomes later Rennbahnstrasse, at T-junction with Gustav- 
                 Adolf- Strasse (Hotel Comfort Weissensee on the corner on the right side) turn left into the  
                 parking lot of the sportsground “Rennbahnstrasse”. 
 

-   from Magdeburg and Leipzig 
                 on motorway “Berliner Ring South” (A10) up to intersection Nuthetal , there direction Berlin-Centre  
                 ( A 115) until Intersection “Funkturm”, there direction Hamburg/Wedding( track in the middle) onto  
                 the  city-motorway (A 100), until intersection Charlottenburg, there direction Wedding (track in the  
                 middle) until the end of that part of the city-motorway, there further straight on appr. 8km, you will  
                 cross a bigger Iron-bridge, which crosses railway-tracks, (Seestraße, Osloer Strasse, Bornholmer 
                 Strasse, Wisbyer Strasse) until the crossing with “Prenzlauer Allee” , is the federal road  B 109,  
                 there left (direction mototrway Hamburg + Prenzlau), and after 15m turn right into Gustav-Adolf- 
                 Strasse, this street up to the end and straight to the parking ground of the sportsground 
                 “Rennbahnstrasse”. 
 
by railway 

- at the main station take any city-train (green S-sign) to Friedrichstrasse(one station), 
     (ticket Berlin zones AB), take city-train line S2 (downstairs) direction Bernau or  Buch, until 
      station Pankow, change to bus X54 (direction U Hellersdorf) or bus 155 (direction  
      Weissensee, Piesporter Strasse) until stop “Strasse 16”, go ahead on the opposite side of the 
      street about 350m until sports ground “Rennbahnstrasse”. 

 
 
by airplane (airport Tegel) 

- take bus TXL (until station Beusselstrasse)  or X9 (until station Jungfernheide), in both cases go  
on with city train S41 (direction Gesundbrunnen, Ostkreuz) until Gesundbrunnen, change (it is on  

      the same platform) to city train S2 (direction Bernau, Buch) until station Pankow, change to bus 
      X54 (direction U Hellersdorf) or bus 155 (direction Weissensee, Piesporter Strasse) until stop  
      “Strasse 16”, go ahead on the opposite side of the street about 350m until sports ground  
      “Rennbahnstrasse”. 

 
by airplane (airport Schoenefeld) 
          -      from station Flughafen Schoenefeld (ticket Berlin zones ABC) with city-train S9 until  
                 Treptower Park, change to city-train S42 (direction Ostkreuz, Gesundbrunnen), until Gesund- 

     brunnen, change the platform, take city-train S2 (direction Bernau,Buch), change to bus X54 
     (direction U Hellersdorf) or bus 155 (direction Weissensee, Piesporter Strasse) until stop  
     “Strasse 16”, go ahead on the opposite side of the street about 350m until sports ground  
     “Rennbahnstrasse”. 
 
 
 
 
 
Please come to Rennbahnstr. 45, 13086 Berlin 
Bus station “Rennbahnstr./Gustav-Adolf-Str.” ! sportsground 

 


